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V & S Enterprise Acquires Property Adjacent to Ritzy Lunch

V & S Enterprise LLC., who is made up of Antonio Selario and Jimmy Varner, has recently purchased the property located at
the corner of West Pike and North 6th Street. The property which has been home to H&R Block for the past 20 years and
additionally once served as the home to both a watch and barber shop, will now be under new ownership. Selario stated, “We
had intentions to purchase this property years ago, and it seemed like the right time to make this investment.”

V&S Enterprise have a history of successful business including the sale of a 24 hour part and material servicing operation and
the purchase of a structure on U.S. Rt. 50 which is currently being utilized as a cross-fit gym. Selario is the sole proprietor of
Ritzy Lunch, which was a family owned hot dog restaurant that started in 1933, and has expanded his market by working with
Varner to offer Ritzy on the Run, a mobile trailer which has a steam table, deep fryer and grill. Although they are relatively
new to this type of distribution, Ritzy on the Run has shown its potential for long term success at the Mountain State Forest
Festival and during numerous weekend events at locations such as King Knob.
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Their continued success has inspired them to purchase the new property to ensure the longevity of Ritzy Lunch. Selario
stated, “Jimmy and I owning this whole corner will only help the restaurant.” Selario continued, “I believe what Clarksburg
is doing with the Robinson Grand is fantastic, and I believe that it will only help whatever business that would decide to
occupy our newly acquired space.” With intentions to keep H&R block on the corner, V&S Enterprise has great intentions of
completely remodeling the spaces which once held the barber shop and watch shop, and are open to the possibly of joining
them both together. Varner explained, “We are going to remodel and market the space, or if someone is interested in it now,
we can model to suit.”

Although the renovations on commercial properties usually require the investment of the lessee, V&S Enterprise have
explained that they would like to provide the renovations in order to bring business to the spaces promptly. In closing Varner
explained, “We would like to fix these spaces (or space) up and bring in some new business(es) as soon as possible.”

UPDATE: January 5, 2015
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Antonio Selario and James Varner of V&S Enterprises are bringing a new business to Clarksburg! Set to open in January
2015 is 6th Street Salon. According to owner, Emma Fox, the Salon will offer cuts, color, perms as well as Brazilian
blowouts.
Mr. Selario and Mr. Varner are both from Clarksburg and proud of their hometown roots. In addition to the salon, they are
also renovating office spaces and apartments in the Glen Elk section of town. The building sits on Baltimore Avenue and 7 th
Street. They hope to begin work in late fall and have tenants by early winter.
The City of Clarksburg would like to thank V&S Enterprises for their continued commitment to Clarksburg.
For more information on leasing this property, individuals can email Antonio Selario @ as.vsenterprise@gmail.com.

